Genetic markers associated with clinical and radiographic response in adalimumab plus methotrexate- or methotrexate-treated rheumatoid arthritis patients in OPTIMA
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Abstract
Objective
Biologics, including tumour necrosis factor inhibitors such as adalimumab (ADA), have significantly improved outcomes in rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Because the clinical course of RA and response to therapy may be influenced by the genetic background of the patient, the objective of this retrospective parallel-assigned case-control analysis was to evaluate the associations between candidate genetic markers for RA with clinical and radiographic responses to ADA + methotrexate (MTX) or MTX monotherapy in the Optimal Protocol for Treatment Initiation with MTX and ADA (OPTIMA) study.

Methods
Three candidate genetic markers were tested: HLA-DRB1 shared epitope (SE), interleukin 4 receptor (IL4R) single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs1805010, and Fc gamma receptor IIb (FcγRIIb) SNP rs1050501. Genetic associations with week 26 clinical and radiographic responses during treatment with ADA + MTX or MTX monotherapy were assessed using summary statistics, chi-square or Fisher’s exact test, correlation, regression models, and corrected for multiple-comparisons.

Results
Low disease activity (p=0.008) and improvement in American College of Rheumatology 20%, 50% and 70% response criteria (p=0.02, 0.01, and 0.02, respectively) were associated with HLA-DRB1 SE copy numbers in the ADA + MTX treatment arm, and the FcγRIIb SNP was a predictor of remission. The IL4R SNP correlated with radiographic progression in patients receiving MTX monotherapy, supporting previous findings.

Conclusion
This pharmacogenetic analysis identified genetic components that contribute to clinical responses to anti-rheumatic therapy.
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Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA), one of the most common systemic autoimmune diseases, affects 0.5% to 1.0% of adults in industrialised countries (1). RA is characterised by progressive joint damage, which can result in disability and decreased quality of life (1). Tumour necrosis factor (TNF) overproduction initiates synovial inflammation and joint destruction in RA (1, 2). TNF inhibitors, such as adalimumab (ADA), often in combination with methotrexate (MTX) can substantially improve treatment outcomes for RA patients (1). However, the most effective targeted treatment strategies for RA have not yet been determined for all patient populations.

The Optimal Protocol for Treatment Initiation with MTX and ADA (OPTIMA) study compared the safety and efficacy of ADA + MTX combination therapy with MTX monotherapy (i.e. placebo [PBO] + MTX) (3, 4). In the OPTIMA study, a greater percentage of patients receiving ADA + MTX compared with patients receiving PBO + MTX achieved stable low disease activity (LDA; 44% vs. 24%, respectively; p<0.001) at week 26 (3). ADA + MTX therapy was also associated with significantly higher American College of Rheumatology (ACR) response rates, greater number of clinical remissions, absence of radiographic progression, and normal functional status compared with MTX monotherapy (3).

The genetic background of an individual may affect the manifestation, severity, and progression of RA as well as account for variability in therapeutic responses. RA is a complex multifactorial disease that develops from interrelated genetic, infectious, and environmental factors (2). One genetic region consistently associated with RA across all populations is the human leukocyte antigen locus (HLA) on chromosome 6. Specific alleles of the HLA-DRB1 gene that encode a 5-amino acid sequence motif in positions 70 to 74 of the HLA-DRβ chain referred to as the shared epitope (SE) have been linked to RA susceptibility (5-7). In addition, HLA-DRB1 SE may modulate the severity of RA in affected patients (8). Autoantibodies, such as anti-citrullinated protein antibodies, are more likely to occur in patients with RA who are positive for the SE (9). The presence and titer of autoantibodies have been linked to higher disease activity and progressive joint damage (10, 11). TNF production triggered by immune complexes could account for increased disease activity and bone destruction (12). However, the role of SE in therapeutic response is not well understood.

Additional candidate loci affecting RA progression and severity include the interleukin-4 receptor (IL4R) and the low affinity immunoglobulin G (IgG) Fc gamma receptor Iib (FcγRIib) variant (13-15). The rs1805010 adenine (A) to guanine (G) single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the IL4R gene leads to isoleucine (I) to valine (V) amino acid substitution at position 50 of the protein sequence, referred to as IS0V IL4R. It is strongly associated with early joint erosion in patients who have not yet developed bone pathology (13, 14). The rs1050501 thymine (T) to cytosine (C) SNP in the FcγRIib coding sequence results in I to threonine (T) substitution at position 232, referred to as I232T FcγRIib. This SNP may be a predictor of rapid radiologic joint damage in patients with definitive erosive disease (15).

Associations of genetic markers and clinical response to immunosuppressive therapy have been previously reported, but in general are derived from smaller cohorts of patients suffering from rather heterogenous disease activity, duration and prior- and/or comodication. Here, we analysed the contribution of the three candidate genetic markers to clinical and radiographic response to ADA + MTX therapy or MTX monotherapy in the OPTIMA study, taking advantage of a so far unbeknown rather large patient cohort of 894 individuals with homogenous, clinically well-defined, early RA undergoing randomised, standardised treatment with controlled and pre-defined clinical outcome measures.

Methods
Study design and patient disposition
Detailed OPTIMA study design and patient disposition are presented in Kavanaugh et al. (3). Briefly, OPTIMA was a phase 4, double-period, double-
study patients, shipped and kept frozen at the central laboratory until DNA isolation. Genomic DNA was isolated from white blood cells using the Qiagen® Midikit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The number of HLA-DRB1 SE copies (0, 1, or 2) was determined using high resolution sequencing (Protrans, Hockenheim, Germany). The 150V IL4R (rs1805010) and I232T FcγRIIb (rs1050501) SNPs were genotyped by allele-specific Assay-on-Demand PCR (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA).

To control for potential bias when associating the clinical and the genetic data, the genetic data of the individuals were not made available to the team evaluating the clinical response of the patients and the clinical data of individual patients were not known to the research team performing the genetic analyses.

**Statistical methods**

Non-responder imputation was used for LDA and clinical efficacy outcomes, with missing responses considered as non-responders. Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test was used to evaluate differences within treatment groups and chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test was used to evaluate allele distribution among treatment groups. The effect of individual alleles as well as interaction between treatment and alleles on clinical response were estimated using logistic regression, after adjustment for baseline characteristics of patients were not known to the research team performing the genetic analyses.

**Results**

**Patient disposition and allele distribution**

In the OPTIMA study, 1032 patients were randomised to either ADA + MTX (n=515) or PBO + MTX (n=517) in period 1 (3). For this analysis, 894 participants (87%) provided genetic information, 443 and 451 patients in the ADA + MTX and PBO + MTX arms, respectively (Fig. 1 and Table I). Radiographic and genetic information were available for 829 patients in this subanalysis. Baseline demographic and disease characteristics of patients were similar in both treatment arms for this genetic analysis (Table I). HLA-DRB1 SE copy numbers and the I50V IL4R variants were distributed similarly in each treatment group; however, the I232T FcγRIIb variants were unequally distributed (p=0.03; Supplementary Table II).

Among the I50V IL4R and I232T FcγRIIb variants, no significant differences in racial distribution were observed between treatment groups and Pearson product-moment correlation were used to determine the relationship between number of variant alleles and percentage of patients demonstrating radiographic progression, RRP, ΔmTSS, JE, and JSN. Safety parameters were summarised by genetic variant in each treatment arm. For all statistical comparisons, Bonferroni corrections were performed to address multiple comparisons and the risk of false positive findings, and a 2-sided p<0.05 was considered statistically significant (Supplementary Table I).

**Clinical and radiographic assessments**

Clinical efficacy endpoints for this genetic analysis were the percentage of patients achieving LDA (DAS28-CRP <3.2), remission (DAS28-CRP <2.6), and ACR 20%, 50% and 70% response criteria (ACR50) at week 26. Radiographic endpoints included change from baseline to week 26 in modified total Sharp score (ΔmTSS) >0.5 and the percentage of patients with rapid radiographic progression (RRP; ΔmTSS >1.5). Additional endpoints included mean ΔmTSS, joint erosion (JE), and joint space narrowing (JSN). Two blinded readers scored radiographs of 23 bilateral joints of the hand/wrist and forefoot for JE (scored 0 to 5 per joint; range, 0 to 230) and scored 21 bilateral joints of the hand/wrist and forefoot for JSN (scored 0 to 4 per joint; range, 0 to 168).

**Genetic analysis**

At baseline, whole peripheral blood samples were obtained from OPTIMA study patients, shipped and kept frozen at the central laboratory until DNA isolation. Genomic DNA was isolated from white blood cells using the Qiagen® Midikit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The number of HLA-DRB1 SE copies (0, 1, or 2) was determined using high resolution sequencing (Protrans, Hockenheim, Germany). The 150V IL4R (rs1805010) and I232T FcγRIIb (rs1050501) SNPs were genotyped by allele-specific Assay-on-Demand PCR (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA).

To control for potential bias when associating the clinical and the genetic data, the genetic data of the individuals were not made available to the team evaluating the clinical response of the patients and the clinical data of individual patients were not known to the research team performing the genetic analyses.

**Statistical methods**

Non-responder imputation was used for LDA and clinical efficacy outcomes, with missing responses considered as non-responders. Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test was used to evaluate differences within treatment groups and chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test was used to evaluate allele distribution among treatment groups. The effect of individual alleles as well as interaction between treatment and alleles on clinical response were estimated using logistic regression, after adjustment for baseline characteristics (anti-CCP+, CRP level, DAS28, presence of erosions, RF+, SJC66, TJC68, sex, and smoking status). The chi-square test, univariate and multivariate regression, and Pearson product-moment correlation were used to determine the relationship between number of variant alleles and percentage of patients demonstrating radiographic progression, RRP, ΔmTSS, JE, and JSN. Safety parameters were summarised by genetic variant in each treatment arm. For all statistical comparisons, Bonferroni corrections were performed to address multiple comparisons and the risk of false positive findings, and a 2-sided p<0.05 was considered statistically significant (Supplementary Table I).

**Results**

**Patient disposition and allele distribution**

In the OPTIMA study, 1032 patients were randomised to either ADA + MTX (n=515) or PBO + MTX (n=517) in period 1 (3). For this analysis, 894 participants (87%) provided genetic information, 443 and 451 patients in the ADA + MTX and PBO + MTX arms, respectively (Fig. 1 and Table I). Radiographic and genetic information were available for 829 patients in this subanalysis. Baseline demographic and disease characteristics of patients were similar in both treatment arms for this genetic analysis (Table I). HLA-DRB1 SE copy numbers and the I50V IL4R variants were distributed similarly in each treatment group; however, the I232T FcγRIIb variants were unequally distributed (p=0.03; Supplementary Table II).

Among the I50V IL4R and I232T FcγRIIb variants, no significant differences in racial distribution were observed between treatment groups.
Table I. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients with RA in the OPTIMA genetic analysis at baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>ADA + MTX (n=443)</th>
<th>PBO + MTX (n=451)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male to Female, %</td>
<td>28.72</td>
<td>26.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean ± SD, y</td>
<td>50.9 ± 13.9</td>
<td>50.4 ± 13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White race, n (%)</td>
<td>395 (89)</td>
<td>406 (90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoker, n (%)</td>
<td>109 (25)</td>
<td>111 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF+ status, n/N (%)</td>
<td>376/438 (86)</td>
<td>397/447 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-CCP+ status, n/N (%)</td>
<td>364/438 (83)</td>
<td>372/448 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF+ and anti-CCP+, n/N (%)</td>
<td>341/434 (79)</td>
<td>355/446 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJC68 count, mean ± SD</td>
<td>29.4 ± 15.0</td>
<td>27.7 ± 14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJC66 count, mean ± SD</td>
<td>18.6 ± 10.6</td>
<td>18.0 ± 10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP, mean ± SD, mg/dL</td>
<td>27.2 ± 30.1</td>
<td>30.8 ± 33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS28(CRP) score, mean ± SD</td>
<td>6.1 ± 0.95</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAQ index, mean ± SD</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADA: adalimumab; CCP: cyclic citrullinated peptide; CRP: C-reactive protein; DAS28(CRP): disease activity score using a 28-joint count and CRP level; HAQ: Health Assessment Questionnaire; MTX: methotrexate; PBO: placebo; RF: rheumatoid factor; SD: standard deviation; SJC66: swollen joint count based on 66 joints; TJC68: tender joint count based on 68 joints.

All values are mean (SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HLA-DRB1 SE Genotype</th>
<th>ADA+MTX (n=141)</th>
<th>PBO+MTX (n=160)</th>
<th>Total (n=301)</th>
<th>p-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA (I50/I50)</td>
<td>12.2 (16.2)</td>
<td>11.7 (20.2)</td>
<td>12.0 (18.2)</td>
<td>0.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG (I50/V50)</td>
<td>11.0 (18.0)</td>
<td>11.6 (18.0)</td>
<td>11.3 (18.0)</td>
<td>0.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG (V50/V50)</td>
<td>11.8 (19.8)</td>
<td>9.8 (15.1)</td>
<td>10.8 (17.6)</td>
<td>0.452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All values are mean (SD).

Table II. Differences in baseline mean (SD) mTSS between ADA+MTX and PBO+MTX treatment groups based on I50V IL4R genotype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I50V IL4R Genotype</th>
<th>ADA + MTX (n=438)</th>
<th>PBO + MTX (n=449)</th>
<th>Total (n=887)</th>
<th>p-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA (I50/I50)</td>
<td>12.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>11.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>12.0 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG (I50/V50)</td>
<td>6.0 ± 1.0</td>
<td>6.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>6.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG (V50/V50)</td>
<td>19.2 ± 1.6</td>
<td>19.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td>19.1 ± 1.4</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All p-values from one way analysis of variance.

Table III. Differences in baseline mean (SD) DAS28, TJC, SJC, and CRP levels between ADA+MTX and PBO+MTX groups categorised by HLA-DRB1 SE copy variants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HLA-DRB1 SE Genotype</th>
<th>ADA + MTX</th>
<th>PBO + MTX</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>p-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 copies</td>
<td>n=145</td>
<td>n=167</td>
<td>n=312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS28*</td>
<td>6.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>6.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>6.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJC</td>
<td>29.1 (15.2)</td>
<td>29.3 (14.8)</td>
<td>30.1 (15.0)</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJC</td>
<td>19.0 (10.7)</td>
<td>17.8 (10.4)</td>
<td>18.4 (10.6)</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>27.6 (31.9)</td>
<td>32.3 (33.0)</td>
<td>29.9 (32.5)</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 copy</td>
<td>n=216</td>
<td>n=215</td>
<td>n=431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS28*</td>
<td>6.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>6.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>6.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJC</td>
<td>29.1 (15.2)</td>
<td>26.5 (14.2)</td>
<td>27.8 (14.8)</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJC</td>
<td>19.0 (10.7)</td>
<td>17.8 (10.4)</td>
<td>18.4 (10.6)</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>27.6 (31.9)</td>
<td>32.3 (33.0)</td>
<td>29.9 (32.5)</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 copies</td>
<td>n=82</td>
<td>n=89</td>
<td>n=151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS28*</td>
<td>6.1 (0.8)</td>
<td>5.9 (0.9)</td>
<td>6.0 (0.9)</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJC</td>
<td>27.8 (14.2)</td>
<td>27.4 (14.9)</td>
<td>27.6 (14.5)</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJC</td>
<td>16.5 (8.0)</td>
<td>16.1 (8.1)</td>
<td>16.3 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>29.8 (26.8)</td>
<td>31.0 (34.6)</td>
<td>30.4 (30.5)</td>
<td>0.813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All p-values from one way analysis of variance. *ADA+MTX, n=141; PBO+MTX, n=160; total, n=301.

Patients with IL4R GG genotype (V50/V50) showed a decrease in LDA responses to ADA + MTX and an increase with PBO + MTX treatment (Fig. 2B), but these comparisons were not statistically significant. IL4R SNP was not significantly associated with achieving a status of clinically meaningful low disease activity, such as LDA (odds ratio [OR], 2.08; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.12–3.88; p=0.02) or ACR50 (OR, 2.00; CI, 1.07–3.72; p=0.03). In the PBO + MTX arm, there was a negative trend for SE copy numbers and LDA for 1 copy versus 0 copies (OR, 0.58; CI, 0.35–0.98; p=0.04) and for ACR50 for 1 and 2 copies versus 0 copies (OR, 0.58; CI, 0.36–0.92; p=0.02 and OR, 0.46; CI, 0.24–0.90; p=0.02, respectively).

Patients with IL4R GG genotype (V50/V50) showed a decrease in LDA responses to ADA + MTX and an increase with PBO + MTX treatment (Fig. 2B), but these comparisons were not statistically significant. IL4R SNP was not significantly associated with achieving a status of clinically meaningful low disease activity, such as LDA (odds ratio [OR], 2.08; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.12–3.88; p=0.02) or ACR50 (OR, 2.00; CI, 1.07–3.72; p=0.03). In the PBO + MTX arm, there was a negative trend for SE copy numbers and LDA for 1 copy versus 0 copies (OR, 0.58; CI, 0.35–0.98; p=0.04) and for ACR50 for 1 and 2 copies versus 0 copies (OR, 0.58; CI, 0.36–0.92; p=0.02 and OR, 0.46; CI, 0.24–0.90; p=0.02, respectively).
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Fig. 2. Percentage of patients achieving LDA, ACR50, and DAS28 remission at week 26 by (A) SE copy number, (B) I50V IL4R genotype, and (C) I232T Fc_RIIb genotype. *p-values for within treatment comparison calculated from Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test. **p-values for pairwise comparison calculated from chi-square or Fisher’s exact test. 

Treatment with ADA + MTX in the OPTIMA study produced significantly higher DAS28 LDA, ACR20, ACR50, ACR70 and DAS28 remission responses (p<0.02; Fig. 2C) using a logistic regression model. FcγRIIb CC genotype was a significant predictor of remission in the ADA + MTX group (OR, 17.49; CI, 1.80–170.39; p=0.01) compared with the TT genotype (I232/I232).

Genetic associations with radiographic endpoints

In this study, patients treated with ADA + MTX experienced less radiographic progression from baseline to week 26 than the PBO + MTX group. There were no significant correlations between SE copy number or number of FcγRIIb C alleles related to radiographic progression (ΔmTSS >0.5) or RRP (ΔmTSS >1.5) in either treatment group (Fig. 3A-B). The IL4R genotype did not correlate with radiographic progression in the ADA + MTX group (Fig. 3A). However, the numbers of IL4R G allele was significantly associated with radiographic progression (Pearson r=0.99; p=0.04) and RRP in the PBO + MTX arm (Pearson r=1.0; p=0.03) at week 26 (Fig. 3A-B). These results replicate previous findings that identified IL4R I50V as a marker of early joint erosion (13). No significant genetic effects were observed for JE or JSN.

Genetic associations with safety parameters

The most common AEs (frequency >5%) in the OPTIMA study at week 26 were nausea, upper respiratory tract infection, and nasopharyngitis in the ADA + MTX group and nausea, upper respiratory tract infection, and diarrhea in the PBO + MTX group (3). While frequencies of AEs were similar between most genetic variants in each treatment group, there was a significant relationship between I50V IL4R variants and common AEs in the ADA + MTX group. Percentage of patients with the IL4R GG genotype who experienced these AEs was 40.9% compared with 28.6% and 26.2% for AG and AA genotypes, respectively (chi-square p=0.02).

Discussion

Treatment with ADA + MTX in the OPTIMA study produced significantly higher DAS28 LDA, ACR20, ACR50, ACR70 and DAS28 remission respon-
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Fig. 3. Percentage of patients with (A) radiographic progression (ΔmTSS >0.5) and (B) RRP (ΔmTSS >1.5) at week 26 by SE copy number and 150V IL4R and I232T FcγRIIb genotypes. p-values from Pearson correlation. Correlation between FcγRIIb TT genotype and RRP was not calculated within ADA + MTX owing to small numbers of patients. ns: non significant ; ADA: adalimumab; FcγRIIb: Fc gamma receptor IIb; HLA-DRB1: human leukocyte antigen DRB1; IL4R: interleukin-4 receptor; mTSS: modified total Sharp score; MTX: methotrexate; PBO: placebo; RRP: rapid radiographic progression; SE: shared epitope.

Values from progression; SE: shared epitope.

The data validate the results of previous studies by the same research group (16, 17). The estimates of genetic risk contributed by HLA locus in RA susceptibility range from 11% (16) to 50% (5, 13). The broad observed range could be due to the presence of both risk and protective alleles within this region. Viatte et al. have reported association of SE with both anti-CCP+ (seropositive) and anti-CCP- (seronegative) RA, but the latter group had smaller effect size (effect size ratio = 3.2) (17). The mechanistic role of SE in RA susceptibility is still under investigation. The genetic risk for seropositive RA is contributed by 5 specific amino acids (2 within the SE) located in the HLA antigen-binding groove, potentially altering binding affinity (18, 19). The SE plays a role in Th17 cell polarisation, which contributes to the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases such as RA (6, 7). Patients with SE exhibit more severe radiographic progression, supporting the contribution of this epitope to disease progression and severity (7, 8, 20). Still, this analysis also demonstrates that SE is associated with improved responses to anti-TNF + MTX treatment in early RA patients. Increasing efficacy of ADA + MTX treatment with SE copy number may be indicative of regulation of TNF levels by SE (12). Interestingly, LDA and ACR20, ACR50 and ACR70 responses significantly increased with increasing SE copy number in the ADA + MTX treatment group but showed a decreased trend with increasing SE copy number in the MTX + PBO group, suggesting that this association may represent a pharmacogenetic response.

The genetic associations found in this study is corroborated by earlier findings identifying I50V IL4R and I232T FcγRIIb SNPs as markers of erosive disease and joint damage in RA (13, 15). Increased frequency of bone erosions occurred within 2 years of RA diagnosis in patients carrying I50V/150V IL4R variant along with HLA-DRB1 SE and RF+ markers (13, 14). These results may be explained by reduced responsiveness of 150V receptor variant to IL4 ligand. Importantly, the data provided here also show for the first time that early treatment with a TNF inhibitor prevents bone erosion even in patients with two IL4R risk alleles. This finding may suggest that genetic stratification at baseline would be beneficial to prevent bone erosions in high-risk patients. In patients with established erosive RA, the FcγRIIb I232T variant was associated with increased radiographic progression during the first 6 years. Dendritic cells from these patients displayed reductions in immune complex uptake and alterations in cytokine profiles, which may be related to severity of RA (15).

Only a few genetic studies on RA susceptibility, including large genome-wide association studies, have been replicated (21-23). A recent genome-wide study evaluated changes in disease activity score after 14 weeks of anti-TNF therapy and identified 8 genetic loci accounting for 3.8% of the variance in treatment response (24). However, no single genetic variant reached genome-wide significance, possibly due to relatively small sample size (2703 RA patients receiving anti-TNF treatment), disease heterogeneity, or differences in anti-TNF agents and additional medication use (24). In a study evaluating
association of TNF and SE genotypes with clinical response to ADA and ADA + MTX in patients from the ReAct trial, a distinct haplotype of the TNF gene (−238G, −308G, −857C) was associated with a reduced ACR50 response rate at week 12. However, no such association was detected for the SE carrier status or copy number. These contradicting results may be attributed to relatively small genetic analysis sample size in the ReAct study (388 vs. 829 patients in the ReAct and OPTIMA trials, respectively); nature of the study cohort (patients with long standing disease and intense pre-treatment versus patients with early RA and absence of biological pre-treatment); and the shorter time of evaluation (12 weeks in the ReAct trial vs. 26 weeks in the OPTIMA study) (25). However, in an early RA study that compared MTX treatment with TNF inhibitor etanercept, the presence of two HLA-DRB1 SE alleles was significantly associated with response to etanercept treatment as measured by ACR50 response at 12 months (OR: 4.3; 95% CI: 1.8–10.3) (26) Our results are in line with this and provide evidence that the HLA-DRB1 SE contributes to treatment response to anti-TNF therapy in early RA and that the 150V IL4R variant is associated with early erosive RA disease.

The three genetic markers evaluated in our analysis were chosen for several reasons: the HLA-DRB1 SE is a commonly investigated gene in RA and has robust data on association and outcome, the IL4R and FcγRII are associated with erosive disease, and all three genes have been associated with RA and bone erosions in previous studies. Limitations of this genetic analysis include relatively modest sample size, lack of statistical power, and lack of primary and confirmatory groups. In addition, despite corrections for multiple comparisons, the risk for type 1 errors in the analysis cannot completely be excluded. Although a significant association between HLA-DRB1 SE copy number and treatment response was demonstrated in the current analysis, given the prevalence of the SE in RA, some association with treatment response, lack of response, or toxicity is not unexpected. In this analysis, statistically significant association between 150V IL4R variant and radiographic progression was detected. Yet, relatively short follow-up time and low overall radiographic progression may have masked the stronger correlation observed in previous studies. Similar frequencies of AEs were observed across different genetic variants except association of 150V IL4R variant with nausea, upper respiratory tract infection, and nasopharyngitis in the ADA + MTX group. In the OPTIMA study, frequencies of AEs were comparable between treatment arms through week 26 (3). However, a greater number of serious infections and deaths occurred in the ADA + MTX group, possibly due to increased age and comorbidities (3). Early effective therapeutic intervention in RA has consistently prevented long-term joint damage and disability. Hence, there is a need to identify patients with RA who have an increased risk of developing an aggressive disease course and those who may benefit from specific treatment options (14, 28). Precise targeting of anti-TNF agents based on genetic biomarkers has the potential to improve clinical responses and quality of life for patients as well as reduce healthcare costs (17, 29).

Conclusion
These analyses suggest that certain genetic variants have a stronger influence on initial clinical response to anti-TNF agents in patients with early RA rather than on sustained disease control. Identification and understanding of critical genetic components that contribute to clinical and radiographic response to TNF antagonists may help identify patients at risk of aggressive disease progression and consequently guide treatment decisions in patients with early RA.
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